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Channa Horwitz 

COUNTING IN EIGHT, MOVING BY COLOR 

Solo exhibition 

15.3.–25.5.15 

Venue: Basis 

 

Press tour: Thursday, 12.3.15, 14 h 

Opening: Saturday, 14.3.15, 17–22 h 

 

Under the title COUNTING IN EIGHT, MOVING BY COLOR, KW Institute for Contemporary 
Art presents the first comprehensive solo exhibition of Californian artist Channa Horwitz 
(1932–2013), funded by the Kulturstiftung des Bundes (German Federal Cultural 
Foundation). 

Featuring important works from all phases of the artist’s career, the survey provides an 
introduction to her œuvre and insight into key series such as the LANGUAGE SERIES, 
SONAKINATOGRAPHY, RHYTHMS, and STRUCTURES. In addition, a selection of 
construction drawings and documentary material is made public for the first time, through 
close cooperation with the trustees of the artist’s estate in Los Angeles. 

In the late 1960s, Channa Horwitz developed an artistic language that attained freedom 
through deliberate confinement to a few simple rules. Since then, each one of her works has 
been based on the numbers one through eight, with a specific color code assigned to each 
number. Orienting herself to the format of standard American graph paper, the artist could 
depict time with the aid of graphic units, and movement in time as the corresponding color 
schemata. In this way, she designed structures that translate spatial-temporal relations into 
drawings, paintings, and multimedia sculptures. 

The exhibition at KW retraces the development that led Channa Horwitz from figurative 
painting to conceptual abstraction, thus linking her œuvre to strategies that were being 
introduced in the same period by other minimal and conceptual artists. 

On the one hand, the increasing abstraction of figural motifs led her to the basic forms of the 
circle, the square and rectangle, from which the LANGUAGE SERIES (1964–2011) emerged, 
among others. On the other hand, she developed a means of depicting movement – both of 
bodies and of objects in space, and of the voice and sound over time – as notations. These 
early experiments with moving objects led to the series SONAKINATOGRAPHY (1968–
2012), which she continued until her death in 2013, when it comprised of twenty-three 
different composition types. “Sonakinatography” was her new term, combining the Greek 
words for “sound”, “movement”, and “writing/recording”. Each drawing in the series could as 
well be presented as a performance or a concert, or transformed into a spatial installation. 
For this exhibition, a large number of the compositions from this work complex – the artist’s 
most well-known to date – are brought together for the first time, and their presentation space 
forms the core of the exhibition. Since the mid-1970s, Horwitz started to explore new 
patterns, shapes and movements which led to series such as RHYTHMS and STRUCTURES 
and eventually incorporated up to four parallel levels within one drawing. 

When Channa Horwitz died in 2013 at the age of eighty, her international career had just 
recently begun. From the mid-sixties until the 2000’s, the artist lived and worked in seclusion 



	  
	  
and her work was rarely exhibited. Following a number of shows, including the solo 
exhibitions VARIATIONS IN COUNTING ONE THROUGH EIGHT (2009, BKV 
Brandenburgischer Kunstverein e. V., Potsdam, DE) and SEQUENCES & SYSTEMS (2010, 
Solway Jones Gallery and Kunsthalle L.A., Los Angeles, US) and the group exhibitions THE 
HUMAN STAIN (2009, CGAC Centre Galego de Arte Contemporánea, Santiago de 
Compostela, ES), DOPPLEREFFEKT – BILDER IN KUNST UND WISSENSCHAFT (2010, 
Kunsthalle zu Kiel, DE), SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES (2012, Galeria Casas Riegner, 
Bogotá), and A VOID (2013, Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, DE), the presentation of her works within 
the framework of MADE IN L.A. (2012, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, US) one year before 
her death was enthusiastically received by the press and the public alike. Participations in 
group exhibitions such as GHOSTS IN THE MACHINE (2012, New Museum, New York, US), 
MOMENTS. EINE GESCHICHTE DER PERFORMANCE IN 10 AKTEN (2013, ZKM, 
Karlsruhe, DE), and LONELY AT THE TOP: MOMENTS ON MOMENTS (2013, M HKA 
Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen, Antwerp, BE) followed. She did not live to 
enjoy the international tribute paid to her work during Massimiliano Gioni’s ENCYCLOPEDIC 
PALACE, at the 55th Biennale di Venezia (2013, Venice, IT). 	  

 
The cultural programs of KW Institute for Contemporary Art are made possible with the 
support of the Governing Mayor of Berlin – Senate Chancellery – Cultural Affairs. 
 
 

Opening hours 

Wed–Mon 12–19 h, Thur 12–21 h, Tue closed 

Admission 

6 €, reduced 4 €  

Thursday evening ticket: 4 € (19–21 h, includes introduction at 19 h) 
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